
ADOPTED 

e State of California 
AIR RESOURCES BOARD 

Resolution 79-84 

December 19, 1979 

WHEREAS, Section 39601 of the Health and Safety Code authorizes the Air 
Resources Board to adopt standards, rules, and regulations necessary for 
the proper execution of the powers and duties granted to and imposed 
upon the Board by law; 

• 
WHEREAS, Section 43210 of the Health and Safety Code requires that the 
Board adopt regulations which provide ,.for the testing of new motor 
vehicles on factory assembly lines or in such manner as the Board 
determines best suited to carry out the purpose of Part 5 (commencing 
with Section 43000), Division 26, of the Health and Safety Code; 

WHEREAS, Section 43000 (e) of the Health and Safety Code states that 
emission standards applied to new motor vehicles are standards with 
which all new motor vehicles shall comply; and 

WHEREAS, a public hearing [and other administrative proceedings] have been 
held in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure 
Act (Government Code, Title 2, Division 3, Part 1, Chapter 4.5); 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board hereby amends its regula
tions in Article 1, Subchapter 2, Chapter 3, Title 13, California 
Administrative Code, by adding a new Section 2059, which reads: 

2059. Assembly-Line Test Procedures - 1981 Model Year. 
New 1981 model year passenger cars, light-duty trucks, 
and medium-duty vehicles subject to certification and 
manufactured for sale in California shall be tested in 
accordance with the "California Assembly-Line Test 
Procedures for 1981 Model Year Passenger Cars, Light-
Duty Trucks and Medi um-Duty Vehicles," adopted December 19, 
1979. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board hereby adopts the "California 
Assembly-Line Test Procedures for 1981 Model Year Passenger Cars, 
Light-Duty Trucks and Medi um-Duty Vehi c 1 es," dated December 19, 1979. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board hereby finds that its regulations 
in Section 2059, Title 13, California Administrative Code, the assembly
line test procedures referenced therein, and the related inspection and 
compliance test procedures in .A.rticle 2, Subchapter 2, Chapter 3, Title 
13, California Administrative Code, are individually for each vehicle 
category, and, in the aggregrate, at least as protective of public health 
and welfare as applicable federal regulations. 

I certify that the above is a true 
and correct copy of Resolution 79-84, 
as passed by the Air Resources Board. 

&&4,~.
Board Secretafy 



State of California 

AIR RESOURCES BOARD 

California Assembly-Line Test Procedures for +989 1981 
Model Year Passenger Cars, Light-Duty --

Trucks and Medium-Duty Vehicles 

A. General Provisions 

1. Applicability 

These test procedures, adopted pursuant to Section 43210 of the 

California Health and Safety Code, are applicable to vehicle 

manufacturers of +989 1981 model year gasoline and diesel powered

• passenger cars, light-duty trucks, and medium-duty vehicles 

having an engine displacement of 50 cubic inches (820 cubic 

centimeters) or greater, except motorcycles, subject to regi stra

ti on and manufactured for sale in California. 

2. Compliance 

The procedures specify two types of tests: (1) a short inspection 

test to be applied to every vehicle before sale, and (2) a quality 

audit test according to the "California Exhaust Emission Standards 

and Test Procedures for +989 1981 Model Passenger Cars, Light-Duty 

Trucks and Medium-Duty Vehicles." A vehicle is in compliance 

with these assembly-line standards and test procedures when that 

vehicle is in compliance with the inspection test requirements 

and that vehicle's engine family is in compliance with the quality 

audit test requirements. Since quality audit evaluations occur less 



frequently than the inspection tests, a vehicle which passes the 

inspection test may be presumed to be in compliance with the full 

assembly-line procedures pending meeting the quality audit evaluat 

of that vehicle's engine family. 

3. Deca1 

Section 43200 of the Health and Safety Code requires manufacturers 

to affix a window decal in accordance with specific requirements. 

No vehicle subject to these test procedures may be sold and regis

tered in this state which is not in compliance with the requiremen 

of Section 43200 and this paragraph. 

For vehicles manufactured during the first calendar quarter of 

model production and not to exceed 45 calendar days thereafter, 

the exhaust emissions shown on the window decal shall be the 

highest values from the engine family emission data fleet passing 

certification. Not more than 45 calendar days after the first qua 

and each succeeding calendar quarter of production, the exhaust 

emissions shown on the window decal shall be the average quality a 
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frequently than the inspection tests, a vehicle which passes the 

inspection test may be presumed to be in compliance with the full 

assembly- line procedures pending meeting the quality audit evaluation 

of that vehicle's engine family. 
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Section 43200 of the Health and Safety Code requires manufacturers 

to affix a window decal in accordance with specific requirements. 

No vehicle subject to these test procedures may be sold and regis
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of Section 43200 and this paragraph. 
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model production and not to exceed 45 calendar days thereafter, 

the exhaust emissions shown on the window decal shall be the 

highest values from the engine family emission data fleet passing 

certification. Not more than 45 calendar days after the first quarter 

and each succeeding calendar quarter of production, the exhaust 

emissions shown on the window decal shall be the average quality audit 
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values for the engine family during the previous calendar quarter 

of production. These values shall include the deterioration factor. 

During the second calendar quarter, however, the manufacturer may 

continue using the decal showing the highest values from the engine 

family emission data fleet, if the first calendar quarter is a short 

production period (less than a full calendar quarter). For engine 

families certified by carry-over, the emission data values from the 

last full quarter of the previous year's production may.be used. 

For a model-year build-out production period, the decal emission values 

used for the previous production quarter may be used. Each vehicle 

emission decal shall have the following statement displayed thereon: 

"This vehicle has been tested under and conforms to 

- California Pssembly-Line Test Requirements." 

4. Access 

Air Resources Board personnel and mobile laboratories shall have 

access to vehicle assembly plants, distribution facilities and 

test facilities for the purpose of vehicle selection, testing and 

observation. Scheduling of access shall be arranged with the 

designated manufacturer's representative and shall not unreasonably 

disturb normal operations. 
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5. Variations and Exemptions 

Variations from these procedures which produce substantially equi 

lent results may be authorized by the Executive Officer. In 

extraordinary circumstances where compliance with these procedure 

is not possible or practicable, a manufacturer may appeal to the 

Resources Board for a temporary exemption. 

B. Inspection Test Procedures 

This inspection test shall be performed on all vehicles subject 

to these test procedures. 

1. Inspection Test Procedures 

(a) Functional Test 

Functional tests of the engine components and control system 

which affect emissions shall be made prior to the steady-sta 

emissions tests. If a vehicle fails one or more functional 
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tests, it must be repaired and pass a functional retest befo e 

it can be emission tested. 

A list of the items to be functionally checked and a procedu e 

for performing these checks shall be submitted to the Execut ve 

Officer prior to the start of production. Within 60 days of 

its receipt the Executive Officer may require revisions tote 

proposal. 
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5. Variations and Exemptions 

Variations from these procedures which produce substantially equiva

lent results may be authorized by the Executive Officer. In 

extraordinary circumstances where compliance with these procedures 

is not possible or practicable, a manufacturer may appeal to the Air 

Resources Board for a temporary exemption. 

B. Inspection Test Procedures 

This inspection test shall be performed on all vehicles subject 

to these test procedures. 

1. Inspection Test Procedures 

(a) Functional Test 

Functional tests of the engine components and control systems 

which affect emissions shall be made prior to the steady-state 

emissions tests. If a vehicle fails one or more functional 

tests, it must be repaired and pass a functional retest before 

it can be emission tested. 

A list of the items to be functionally checked and a procedure 

for performing these checks shall be submitted to the Executive 

Officer prior to.the start of production. Within 60 days of 

its receipt the Executive Officer may require revisions to the 

proposal. 
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(b) Steady State Emissions Test 

The vehicle engine shall be adjusted to the manufacturer's 

specifications for delivery to the customer prior to the 

steady-state emissions test. This test shall consist 

of a determination of HC and CO exhaust concentrations with 

the engine operating in a normal idle condition. All tests, 

including those of control limit test vehicles, shall be 

conducted as follows: 

(1) Vehicles shall be tested in the normal "warmed-up" 

operating temperature range, i.e., after the choke is 

fully open and the engine is at curb idle speed, but 

before thermal override devices are actuated to prevent 

overheating. The test may be performed in any transmission 

gear; however the same gear shall be used for control limit 

test vehicles and production vehicles. For each engine 

family, the idle test may be performed without AIR provided 

that the control limit vehicles are tested both with and 

without AIR. The requirements of section B. (3)(g) must be 

met with AIR. 

The control limit test vehicles and all production vehicles 

should be w~rmed-up and tested in the same manner. 

(2) The sampling probes of the analytical system shall be 

inserted into the exhaust outlets far enough to avoid 

dilution with the outside air. Where this is not possible, 

a tailpipe extension shall be used. 

5. 



(3) A vehicle which fails a steady-state emissions test 

shall be retested or repaired and shall pass on retest 

prior to sale. 

2. Evaluation 

Any vehicle tested by the steady-state emissions test showing emi 

less than the control limits established for its engine family or 

subgroup and which had previously passed the functional tests wil 

be considered to be in compliance with the inspection test requir 

3. Control Limits 

The control limits for each engine family or subgroup at the star 

a model year will be determined as follows: 

(a) Measure the emissions from the first 100 vehicles of each 

engine family or subgroup tested by the steady-state assembl 

line inspection test. 

(b) Determine the mean emission level and standard deviation for 

each pollutant (HC and CO). 

(c) The control limit for each pollutant is the sum of the mean 

plus two times the standard deviation for that pollutant. 

(d) Until the first control limits are established the manufac

turer shall use temporary control limits based on the first 

ten tests. These ten vehicles are deemed to meet the contra 

limits so established. 
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(3) A vehicle which fails a steady-state emissions test 

shall be retested or repaired and shall pass on retest 

prior to sale. 

2. Evaluation 

Any vehicle tested by the steady-state emissions test showing emissions 

less than the control limits established for its engine family or 

subgroup and which had previously passed the functional tests will 

be considered to be in compliance with the.inspection test requirements. 

3. Control Limfts 

The control limits for each engine family or subgroup at the start of 

a model year will be determined as follows: 

(a) Measure the emissions from the first 100 vehicles of each 

· engine family or subgroup tested by the steady-state assembly-

1 i ne inspection test. 

(b) Determine the mean emission level and standard deviation for 

each pollutant (HC and CO). 

(c) The control limit for each pollutant is the sum of the mean 

plus two times the standard deviation for that pollutant. 

(d} Until the first control limits are established the manufac

turer shall use temporary control limits based on the first 

ten tests. These ten vehicles are deemed to meet the control 

limits so established. 
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(e) (i) For control systems that do not use catalytic converters -

If the HC contra 1 limit value is determined in subparagraph 

(c) is less than 100 ppm, the HC control limit value may 

be increased by up to 50 ppm, not to exceed 100 ppm. If the 

CO control limit determined in subparagraph (c) is less than 

1.0 percent, the CO control limit may be increased by up to 

0.5 percent, not to exceed 1.0 percent. 

(ii) For control systems that use catalytic converters - If the 

HC control limit value determined in subparagraph (c) is 

less than 50 ppm, the control limit value may be increased 

by up to 30 ppm, not to exceed 50 ppm. 

If the CO control limit determined in subparagraph (c) is 

less than 0.5 percent, the CO control limit may be increased 

by up to 0.3 percent, not to exceed 0.5 percent. 

(f) Idle control limit values may be rounded to the nearest 10 

ppm HC and 0.1 percent CO in conformance to ASTM E29-67 

except where this would result in a zero value. 

{g) The maximum allowable steady-state control limits for HC and 

CO are those values used as the idle mode standard shown in 

Section 2176, Title 13 of the California Administrative Code 

for the l9SQ 1981 model-year. An exemption to this requirement 

will be granted providing the manufacturer submits emission 

data with each quarterly report listed in one of the options below: 
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(1) Submit with each quarterly assembly-line report HG and CO emi 

values measured at engine idle speed for each quality audit v 

tested and the computed mean and standard deviation of HG and CO 

emission results for the total number of vehicles tested, by 

engine family. Measurements of HG and CO shall be conducted 

i11111ediately following completion of the dynamometer run and 

vehicles shall be in a state described under B.l (b) (1) abov 

If less than 30 vehicles were quality audit tested during the 

reporting quarter the computation of the means and standards 

deviation are not required. 

(2) Submit quarterly HG and CO emission values measured at engin idle 

speed for a minimum of 30 vehicles in the engine family ors -group 

immediately after these vehicles have complied with ly-line 

inspection procedures and have either been run-in a f 

50 miles (on the road or dynamometer) or after other appropr te 

engine break-in has been performed and the engine is operati g 

at a fully warmed-up condition as described in B.l (b) (1) a ove. 

In addition to emission results of individual vehicles, the ean 

and standard deviation shall be computed and submitted. -

(3) The manufacturer may propose other methods to achieve result 

equivalent to the two options above. These emission data sh 11 

be obtained from stabilized vehicles which have emission con rol 

systems with no defects and are properly adjusted to manufac urers 

specifications. 

(h) Control limits with AIR operating shall be calculated and reporte 

for infonnation purposes for those engine families that are test 

without AIR in operation. 
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(1) Submit with each quarterly assembly-line report HC and CO emission 

values measured at engine idle speed for each quality audit vehicle 

tested an.d the computed mean and standard deviation of HC and CO 

emission results for the total number of vehicles tested, by 

engine family. Measurements of HC and CO shall be conducted 

inmediately following completion of the dynamometer run and 

vehicles shall be in a state described under B.l (b) (1) above. 

If less than 30 vehicles were quality audit tested during the 

reporting quarter the computation of the means and standards 

deviation are not required. 

(2) Submit quarterly HC and CO emission values measured at engine idle 

speed for a minimum of 30 vehicles in the engine family or sub-group 

immediately after these vehicles have complied with the assembly-line 

inspection procedures and have either been run-in a distance of 

50 miles (on the road or dynamometer) or after other appropriate 

engine break-in has been performed and the engine is operating 

at a fully warmed-up condition as described in B.l (b) (1) above. 

In addition to emission results of individual vehicles, the mean 

and standard deviation shall be computed and submitted. 

(3) The manufacturer may propose other methods to achieve results 

equivalent to the two options above. These emission data shall 

be obtained from stabilized vehicles which have emission control 

systems with no defects and are properly adjusted to manufacturers 

specifications. 

(h) Control limits with AIR operating shall be calculated and reported 

for information purposes for those engine families that are tested 

without AIR in operation. 
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Control limit values shall be recalculated for each production quarter 

based on the measured emissions from at least 100 vehicles produced during 

the last half of the preceding quarter of production for each engine 
I 

family or subgroup tested by the steady-state emissions test. When 

production levels do not permit compliance with the above, data from 

vehicles produced during th~ first half of the preceding quarter may 

be used. If the quarterly production of any engine family is less 

than 100 vehicles, the manufacturer shall use the test results from 

all vehicles produced during that quarter in determining the control 

limit values for the next quarter. 

The Executive Officer shall be notified within one week if control 

limit values are recalculated following running changes which affect 

idle emissions levels. The new control limit values and the date 

they first went into effect shall be part of the notification. 

All testing, reports, evaluations, etc. shall be by engine family 

except when the Executive Officer has approved a breakdown by 

subgroups (e.g., different carburetors, engine displacements, con

trol systems, transmissions, and inertia weights), by assembly 

plant, or both. 

Note: Data from any vehicle indicating gross engine malfunc

tion, and/or failure or disconnection of any emission 

control component, shall be excluded from that used for 

generating control limits. Retest data on vehicles ex

ceeding the control limits shall not be used in determining 

control limits for subsequent quarters. 

9. 



4. Reports 

Reports shall be submitted to the Air Resources Board within 45 

calendar days of the end of each calendar quarter and within 45 

calendar days of the end of the manufacturer's model production 

year. Results for two different model years shall not be combined 

statistically. 

The report shall include: 

(a) The temporary quarterly control limit values obtained for the 

first quarter of production. 

(b) The mean and the standard deviation of the steady-state emiss 

tests used to detennine the quarterly control limits. 

(c) The steady-state control limit values for the next quarter's 

production. 

d) From a re resentative sam le of vehicles a 

Officer, the number and percentage of vehicles: 

(1) failing the first test 

(2) repaired or adjusted. 

All HC values should be stated as hexane equivalents for NDIR 

measurement and ppm carbon if a flame ionization detector is used. 

The hexane equivalent conversion value shall be supplied for each 

different model of flame ionization detector used and for each 

engine family. 

C. Quality Audit Test Procedures 

1. Standards and Test Procedures 

The emission standards and the exhaust sampling and analytical 

procedures shall be those described in the "California Exhaust 

10. 
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4. Reports 

Reports shall be submitted to the Air Resources Board within 45 

calendar days of the end of each calendar quarter and within 45 

calendar days of the end of the manufacturer's model production 

year. Results for two different model years shall not be combined 
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(a) The temporary quarterly control limit values obtained for the 
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measurement and ppm carbon if a flame ionization detector is used. 

The hexane equivalent conversion value shall be supplied for each 

different model of flame ionization detector used and for each 

engine family. 

C. Quality Audit Test Procedures 

1. Standards and Test Procedures 

The emission standards and the exhaust sampling and analytical 

procedures shall be those described in the "California Exhaust 
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Emission Standards and Test Procedures for +989 1981 Model Passenger 

Cars, Light-Duty Trucks and Medium-Duty Vehicles" applicable to 

vehicles tested for exhaust emissions only, with the following 

exceptions or additions: 

{a) After the inspection tests, no emissions tests may be perfonned 

on a quality-audit vehicle prior to the first quality audit test, 

except where such tests are run on all vehicles manufactured 

for sale in California. 

(b) The vehicle shall begin the test sequence as received from the 

inspection test, except for mileage accumulation or engine run

in. The schedule for mileage accumulation or engine run-in and 

any changes to the schedule must be submitted to the Executive 

Officer with each quarterly report. This schedule must be adhered 

to for all quality audit testing within an engine family and 

• subgroup or engine family and assembly plant as appropriate. 

(c) A new carbon canister may be installed on the vehicle at the start 

of the test sequence. The test sequence shall consist of one 

Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) test procedure, followed 

by a cold-soak and CVS test. The Federal test procedure require

ment, consisting of heating the fuel before the CVS test, is to be 

omitted. The manufacturer may request permission to use an alter

nate preconditioning procedure provided the manufacturer demon

strates that it will not affect the loading of the carbon canister 

when compared with the UDDS. 

11. 



ill Except as provided in paragraph C.l.(f) below, no Vehicle 

selected for quality audit testing shall be repaired or 

adjusted after passing the inspection test except for a vehicle 

that: (1) is not testable, e.g. cannot be started, transmission 

or brakes lock-up, (2) is not reasonably operative, e.g. soh1E! 

transmission gears not functioning, (3) is unsafe to test, or 

(4) would be damaged by testing. 

Each adjustment or repair performed on a vehicle prior to each 

test shall be included in the regular quarterly reports. The 

vehicle condition and symptoms and reason(s) for each repair or 

adjustment shall also be listed. 

~a ➔ hl If a vehicle is shipped to a remote facility for quality audit 

testing, correction of damage or maladjustment, which may 

PeaseRae+y ee ~ found to have resulted from shipment of the 

vehicle, is permitted only after the initial test of the vehicle, 

except as provided in paragraph (d) above. feP-eeffl~e++tR§-Pease ~ 

Gem~e++tR§-PeaseRs-afe-tRat-tRe-veRie+e-is-Ret-testae+e,-eP-is 

Ret-feaseRae+e-e~ePative,-eP-is-Aet-safe-te-ePive~-eP-tRat 

aama§e-te-tRe-veRie+e-we~+e-ee-+i~e+y-if-tRe-veRie+e-wePe-testee 

All adjustments or repairs performed on vehicles prior to each t st 

12. 



ill Except as provided in paragraph C.l.(f) below, no vehicle 

selected for guali'ty audit testing shall be repaired or 

adjusted after passing the inspection test except for a vehicle 

that: (1) is not testable, e.g. cannot be started, transmission 

O'r brakes 1ock-up, (2) is not reasonably operative~ e.g. sotne 

transmission gears not functioning, (3) is unsafe to test, or 

(4) would be damaged by testing. 

Each adjustment or repair performed on a vehicle prior to each 
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vehicle, is permitted only after the initial test of the vehicle, 
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Gem13ett=tA§-PeaseAs-ape-tAat-tAe-veAte+e-~s-Aet-testaete;-eP-=tS 

Aet-PeaseAae+e-e13ePat=tve,-eP-=ts-Aet-safe-te-eP=tVe;-eP-tAat 

eaffla§e-te-tAe-veA=te~e-weijte-ee-l=tkely-=tf-tAe-veAte+e-weioe-testea.-

All adjustments or repairs performed on vehicles prior to each test 
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shall be reported to the Executive Officer by inclusion in the 

quarterly report. The vehicle condition and symptoms and 

reason(s) for each repair or adjustment shall also be 

listed, In the event a retest is performed application 

may be'made to the Executive Officer for permission to substitute 

the after-repair test results for the original test results. 

The Executive Officer will either affirm or deny the application.!.. 

w4t~4R1teR-We¥k4R~-eays~ When requested by the manufacturer, 

no more than 10 days after the production quarter, response 

from t~e Executive Officer will be within 10 working days. 

(f) If a vehicle is shipped to a remote facility for quality audit 

testing, no pre-delivery type inspection, adjustment or repair of 

vehicles selected for quality audit is allowed except as 

follows: if subsequent to shipping from the assembly-line, the 

manufacturer performs the particular inspection and correction 

of damage or maladjustment at designated preparation facility 

locations for all vehicles oroduced and the manufacturer's 

written inspection instructions are approved by the Executive 

Officer, then these specific inspections and corrections will 

be allowed prior to testing quality audit vehicles. 

Meweve~;-4f-+99%-ef-t~e-fflaRYfaetY¥ePls-~PeeYet4eR-4s-94veA-a 

~a,t4eij+a,-ee,~eet4eA-ef-eaffla9e-e~-ffia+aajijstmeAt-ey-t~e-maRYfaetij~epls 

13. 



ewR-19el".S6flfle½-st1aseEjtteRt-te-eeflSt!Jflffleflt-fel"-sl=it1919tR!J-fl"811t-l:l=ial: 

111aRt1faetttl"el"!s-asse111a½y-½tRe,-tl=!at-sa111e-eel"l"eel:teR-ef-ea111a!Je 

e1"-111a½aejttst111eRt-wt½¼-ae-attewee-19l"tel"-te-tfltl:tat-l:esl:tfl!J-l:e-l: e 

s19eetfte-vel=!te¼es-1"aRee111¼y-seteetee-fel"-testtR§;-19l"eYteee-l:l=!e 

111aRttfaetttl"el"!s-Wl"ttteR-tRstl"ttetteRs-al"e-stte111tttee-l:e-tl=le-~*eett ive 

9fHeel"-:-

If the emission test results of a vehicle are determined to be 

invalid by the manufacturer, the vehicle must be retested. 

Emission results from all tests shall be reported. A 

detailed re ort on the reasons for each invalidated test shall be 

included in the guarterly report. 

2. Vehicle Sample Selection 

The vehicle manufacturer shall randomly select vehicles within each 

engine family for quality audit testing. Each selected vehicle for 

quality audit testing must pass the inspection test, be equipped wi h 

emission control systems certified by the ARB, and be representativ 

of the manufacturer's California sales. The procedure for randomly 

selecting vehicles must be submitted to the Executive Officer prior 

to production. 

A continuous sample rate shall be chosen by the manufacturer to 

provide a sample which is representative of the total production. 

The manufacturer shall select a sample rate which he or she determi s 

will be satisfactory for use by the Air Resources Board in determin g 

the number of vehicles in the entire population of a particular eng ne 

14. 



ewR--13el"S~l'll'le+-s 1:1 eseei ttel'lt-te-eeA s 4 §l'lfflel'I t-fel"-s1=1413134A§-fl"e1R-il:1at 

1Ral'lt:1faett:1l"el".!.s-asse11te+y-:J-4Ae,-tl=lat-sa11te-ee1"1"eeHeA-ef-ela1Ra§e 

81"-fflatael11:1stfflel'lt-w4++-ee-a++eweei-131"4el"-te-4A4t4a+-test4A§-te-tl=le 

s13ee4f4e-vel=l4e+es-l"al'leieffl+y-se+eeteel-fel"-test4A§,-131"eY4eleel-tl=le 

1Ral'l1:1faett:11"el".!.5-wl"4tteR-4Ast1"1:1et4eAs-al"e-s1:1effl4tteel-te-tl=le-E*ee1:1t4Ye 

9fHeel"-:-

(g} If the emission test results of a vehicle are determined to be 

invalid by the manufacturer, the vehicle must be retested. 

Emission results from all tests shall be reported. A 

detailed report on the reasons for each invalidated test shall be 

included in the quarterly report. 

2. Vehicle Sample Selection 

The vehicle manufacturer shall randomly select vehicles within each 

engine family for quality audit testing. Each selected vehicle for 

quality audit testing must pass the inspection test, be equipped with 

emission control systems certified by the ARB, and be representative 

of the manufacturer's California sales. The procedure for randomly 

selecting Vehicles must be submitted to the Executive Officer prior 

to production. 

A continuous sample rate shall be chosen by the manufacturer to 

provide a sample which is representative of the total production. 

The manufacturer shall select a sample rate which he or she determines 

will be satisfactory for use by the Air Resources Board in determining 

the number of Vehicles in the entire population of a particular engine 

14. 



family which do not meet Board established emission standards by 

extrapolation from the percentage of the sample not meeting the 

standards. The results from the sample may be extrapolated to the 

entire population subject to the provisions relating to vehicle 

exclusion contained in Paragraph 3 below. The sample rate so chosen 

shall not be less than 2.0%. The manufacturer shal1 notify the 

Executive Officer of any changes to the sample rate. The date of 

such change shall be reported in accordance with Paragraph 4 below. 

Four wheel drive vehicles which can be manually shifted to a two 

wheel drive mode will be tested in the normal on-highway two wheel 

drive mode of operation. If full time four wheel drive vehicles are 

selected, substitutions may be made with comparable two wheel drive 

vehicles of the same engine family. If comparable two wheel drive 

vehicles are not available, selected full time four wheel drive 

vehicles will be tested after having the front drive wheels tempo

rarily disengaged or the front end of the vehicle elevated. 

The Executive Officer may, upon notice to the manufacturer, require 

the sample rate to be increased to a maximum of ten percent of pro

duction (not to exceed 30 additional vehicles) of the calendar 

quarterly production of any engine family by invoking Section 2110, 

Chapter 3, Title 13 of the California Administrative Code. 

3. Evaluation 

The evaluation shall be performed on sample sizes containing 30 

or more vehicles. If a sample size for a particular production 

quarter is less than 30 vehicles, the data from that quarter shall 
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be combined with the data from each successive quarter until at 

least 30 vehicles have been quality-audit tested. If the sample 

size for the last quarter's production does not contain at least 

30 vehicles, the data from the last quarter shall be combined with 

each preceding quarter until the sample size contains at least 30 

vehicles. For an engine family which contains both light•duty 

trucks and medium-duty vehicles, all references in this test 

procedure to engine family shall mean light-duty truck subgroup 

or medium-duty vehicle subgroup. 

Based upon additional information submitted by a manufacturer, the 

Executive Officer may allow rejection of any data from vehicles if 

they are considered to be not representative of production. 

For each production quarter if 30 or more vehicles are tested, 

the ARB shall consider that probable cause exists for finding 

a violation by any engine family if the average emissions of any 

pollutant, after multiplying the emission data of each vehicle 

by the appropriate certification deterioration factor, aAe-tRe 

ass4~Aea-~etRaAe-eeAteAt-ee~~eet4eA-faete~-{fe~-Aya~eea~eeAs-eA+Y~ 

exceed the applicable +989 1981 exhaust emission standards, when 

rounded to the same number of significant digits as the standard. 

The Executive Officer may invoke Section 2109, Chapter 3, Title 13 

of the California Administrative Code if probable cause is found 

for a full or combined production quarter. The Executive Officer 

may invoke Section 2110, Chapter 3, Title 13 of the California 
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be combined with the data from each successive quarter until at 

least 30 vehicles have been quality-audit tested. If the sample 

size for the last quarter's production does not contain at least 

30 vehicles, the data from the last quarter shall be combined with 

each preceding quarter until the sample size contains at least 30 

vehicles. For an engine family which contains both light-duty 

trucks and medium-duty vehicles, all references in this test 

procedure to engine family shall mean light-duty truck subgroup 

or medium-duty vehicle subgroup. 

Based upon additional information submitted by a manufacturer, the 

Executive Officer may allow rejection of any data from vehicles if 

they are considered to be not representative of production. 

For each production quarter if 30 or more vehicles are tested, 

the ARB shall consider that probable cause exists for finding 

a violation by any engine family if the average emissions of any 

pollutant, after multiplying the emission data of each vehicle 

by the appropriate certi fi cation deteri oration factor, aREl-tl'le 

ass=i-§ReEl-ffletl:laRe-ee11te11t-eel"l"eet=i-e11-faetel"-ffel"-l:lyEl¥>eea¥>eeRs-eA+Y11 

exceed the applicable +928 1981 exhaust emission standards, when 

rounded to the same number of significant digits as the standard. 

The Executive Officer may invoke Section 2109, Chapter 3, Title 13 

of the California Administrative Code if probable cause is found 

for a full or combined production quarter. The Executive Officer 

may invoke Section 2110, Chapter 3, Title 13 of the California 
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Administrative Code if probable cause is found for a short start-up 

production period (less than a full calendar quarter), for the 

first thirty vehicles quality audit tested during any production 

quarter or from the start of production, or for vehicles evaluated 

in accordance with the monthly evalution required by paragraph 4 

below. In addition, the ARB may seek statutory penalties pursuant 

to Sections 43211 and 43212 of the California Health and Safety 

Code at the end of each full or combined calendar quarter of 

production. 

If the Executive Officer invokes Section 2109 or 2110, an evaluation 

will be made on vehicles produced subsequent to the invocation of 

a plan adopted pursuant to Section 2109 or 2110 as long as the 

sample size contains at least 30 vehicles. 

If more than 1.0 percent (at least two vehicles) of the sample 

within an engine family has projected emissions which exceed the 

applicable standards by more than 2.33 standard deviations at the 

time of any evaluation of that family's average emissions, the 

manufacturer shall report such fact to the Executive Officer 

within 10 working days. Within 30 working days the manufacturer 

shall submit: (a) an analysis of the projected average emissions 

for each engine code/transmission type/inertia weight combination 

within that family; (b) an engineering evaluation of the cause of 

failure for each vehicle which exceeded the standard by more than 

2.33 standard deviations; (c) the manufacturer's opinion as to the 

nature of the problem; and (d) any corrective action proposed by 

the manufacturer. 
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The Executive Officer shall review the report, and may require that 

the proposed corrective action be taken. If, after review of the 

report, the Executive Officer finds the proposed corrective action 

inadequate, the Executive Officer may invoke Section 2109 or 2110, 

as appropriate. 

Non-Methane or Total H drocarbon Measurements 
MetRaRe-GeRteRt-b8FFeet4eR-FaeteF- MGbF 

1. For an engine family certified to the non-methane hydrocarbon 

standard {QTa9}-e4tReF+-tRe-ffieasYFee-teta+-RyeFeeaFeeR-¥a+Ye 

SRa++-ee-ffiY+t4~+4ee-ey-tRe-R8R--RletRaRe-eeteF48Fat4eR-faeteF 

{BF}-aRe-ey-a-MGGF-ef-QT89-feF-~asseR~eF-eaFs-aRe-+TQ-feF-tFY 

content which 

{eF-a+teFRate-va+Ye-a~~Fevee-ey-the-ARB}T-QF+ 

shall ffiay measure the non-methane hydrocarbon 

multiplied by the non-methane deterioration factor (DF}. 

2. For an engine family certified to the total hydrocarbon 

standard_!_t9T4+}, the measured total hydrocarbon value 

shall be multiplied by the total hydrocarbon deterioration 

factor (DF}.:... aRe-ey-the-MGGF-ef-QT89-feF-~asseR~eF-eaFs-aRe 

+T9-feF-tFYeks-{eF-etheF-a+teFRate-va+Yes-a~~Fe¥ee-ey-the 

e*eeYt4ve-Qff4eeFTt 

4. Reports 

Each vehicle manufacturer shall submit a report to the Air Resourc 

Board within 45 calendar days after the end of each calender quart 

and 45 calendar days after the end of the production year. More 
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The Executive Officer shall review the report, and may require that 

the proposed corrective action be taken. If, after review of the 

report, the Executive Officer finds the proposed corrective action 

inadequate, the Executive Officer may invoke Section 2109 or 2110, 

as appropriate. 

Non-Methane or Total H drocarbon Measurements 
MetAaRe-£eRteRt-b8PPeetteR-FaeteP- MbbF 

1. For an engine family certified to the non-methane hydrocarbon 

standard {QT391-ettAefi-tAe-measYPea-teta+-hyePeeapeeR-va+~e 

SAa++-ee-ffi~+tt~+4ea-ey-tAe-R8R--ffietAaRe-eeteft8Pat4eR-faetef 

{BF1-aRa-ey-a-MGGF-ef-9T89-feP-~asseR§eP-ea¥s-aRe-+TQ-feF-t¥~eks 

{eP-a+teFRate-va+Ye-a~~¥evee-ey-tAe-ARB1T-GFi the manufacturer 

shall ffiaY measure the non-methane hydrocarbon content which shall be 

multiplied by the non-methane deterioration factor (DF}. 

2. For an engine family certified to the total hydrocarbon 

standard_!_{9T4+1, the measured total hydrocarbon value 

shall be multiplied by the total hydrocarbon deterioration 

factor (DF)_:_ aRe-ey-tAe-MGGF-ef-QT89-fep-~asseR§eP-eaPs-aRe 

tT9-feP-tfijeks-{eP-etAe¥-a+tePRate-va+yes-a~~Pevea-ey-tAe 

~*eeYttve-Qff4eePT1 

4. Reports 

Each vehicle manufacturer shall submit a report to the Air Resources 

Board within 45 calendar days after the end of each calender quarter 

and 45 calendar days after the end of the production year. More 
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frequent reports may be required if the Executive Officer invokes 

Section 2109 or 2110, Chapter 3, Title 13 of the California 

Administrative Code. Each vehicle manufacturer shall review the 

test results of the first 30 test vehicles of each engine family 

for each calendar quarter of production or from the start of pro

duction, and the quarter's cumulative test results of each engine 

family at the end of each month. If the sample size is 30 or more 

vehicles and either of the two conditions specified in the 

Evaluation Section are met, the Executive Officer shall be notified 

within 10 working days. 

The quarterly report shall include the following: 

(a) The total production and sample size for each engine family. 

(b) A description of each test vehicle ((i.e., data of test, 

engine family, engine size, vehicle identification number, 

fuel system (e.g., number of venturi, fuel injection, etc.), 

transmission type, test 4Re~t4a weight used, dynamometer 

power absorber setting in horsepower, engine code or calibra-

- tion number and test location)). 

(c) The CVS exhaust emission data fee~~eetea-fe~-metRaRe,-4f-a~~l4eaale1 

and carbon dioxide data for each test vehicle. The data reported 

shall be rounded to one significant figure beyond the number 

of significant figures in the applicable standard. Deterioration 
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factors shall be stated, then applied to the data. The data 

reported after the deterioration factors are applied shall be 

rounded using the "rounding off method" specified in ASTM: 

E29-67 to the number of places to the right of the decimal 

point as follows for all vehicles: 

HC co NOx CO2 

PasseA§el"-eal"s .xxx .xx .xx .x 
ll"tteks .,.JO( .,. X 

(d) The retest emissions data as described in paragraph (c) above 

for any vehicles failing the initial test, and description of 

the corrective measures taken including specific components 

replaced or adjusted. 

(e) A statistical analysis of the quality-audit test results for 

each engine family stating: 

(1) Number of vehicles tested. 

(2) Aver~ge emissions and standard deviation of the sampl 

for hydrocarbons feel"l"eetea-fel"-metRafle,-if-a~~li

ea~le~, carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen both 

before and after applying deterioration factors. 

In the latter case, the individual test points 

shall be multiplied by deterioration factors 

prior to computing the average and standard 

deviation. The average emissions and standard 

deviation of the sample for carbon dioxide shall 

also be listed. 
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factors shall be stated, then applied to the data. The data 

reported after the deterioration factors are applied shall be· 

rounded using the "rounding off method" specified in ASTM: 

E29-67 to the number of places to the right of the decimal 

point as follows for all vehicles: 

HC co NOx CO2 
PasseF1§e1"-ea1"s .xxx .xx .xx .x 
°fl"t:teks -.-xx -:X 

(d) The retest emissions data as described in paragraph (c) above 

for any vehicles failing the initial test, and description of 

the corrective measures taken including specific components 

replaced or adjusted. 

(e) A statistical analysis of the quality-audit test results for 

each engine family stating: 

(1) Number of vehicles tested. 

(2) Aver9ge emissions and standard deviation of the sample 

for hydrocarbons {ee1"1"eetea-fe1"-ffletAaF1e;-if-a~~lt

eaele1, carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen both 

before and after applying deterioration factors. 

In the latter case, the individual test points 

shall be multiplied by deterioration factors 

prior to computing the average and standard 

deviation. The average emissions and standard 

deviation of the sample for carbon dioxide shall 

also be listed. 
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(3) The applicable exhaust emission standards to be met, 

listing specific options selected and designating when 

100,000 mile standards apply and where non-methane or 

total hydrocarbon standards apply. 

~f~ S½Ree-tRe-maRlifaetli~e~-RaS-tRe-e~t4eR-ef-ee¥t4,y4R§-YeR4eieS 

w4tR-ettRe¥-ReR-metRaRe-e¥-tetai-RYS~eea~eeR-4Rst¥liffleRtat4eR~ 

tRe-s~ee4,4e-metRea-ijsee-fe¥-~ijal4ty-aijett-test4R§-SRall-ee 

4Ra4eatee-fe¥-eaeR-eR§4Re-fam4ly.-

(f) Every aborted test and reason for abort shall be reported. 

{g) If both four-wheel and two-wheel drive vehicles are included 

in a light duty truck engine family under 4,000 pounds 

inertia weight, then quality audit test data from four-wheel 

drive vehicles shall be distinguished from and summarized 

separately from two-wheel drive vehicles. 

(h) Control limits with AIR operating shall be calculated and reported 

for information purposes for those engine families that are tested 

without AIR in operation. 

(i) The final report shall include the date of the end of the 

manufacturer's model production year for each engine family. 
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The reports required by this paragraph and paragraph B.4. should 

be sent to: 

Chief, Mobile Source Control Division 
Ve~½ete-Em½SS½8RS-68Rtfet-9½Y½S½8R 

California Air Resources Board 
9528 Telstar Avenue 
El Monte, CA 91731 

DEFINITIONS 

The definitions in Section 1900 (b), Chapter 3, Title 13 of the Californi 

Administrative Code shall apply with the following additions: 

1. Calendar Quarter is defined as those three month periods of time 

which start on the 1st days of January, April, July and October. 

2. First or Last Calendar Quarter Production is defined as the calenda 

quarter in which the production of an engine family begins or ends. 

3. End of Assembly-Line is defined as that place where the final in

spection test or quality audit test is performed. 

4. Assembly-Line Tests are those tests or inspections which are perfo 

at the end of the assembly-line. 

5. Assembly-Line Quality Audit Test is defined as the test performed 

a minimum sample of 2.0% of the production vehicles for sale in 

California. 

6. Assembly-Line Inspection Tests are those steady-state and functional 

tests performed on production vehicles for sale in California. 

7. Functional Test is defined as a type of test or inspection which is 

performed on engines or vehicles to detect if the emission control 

system is operating properly. 

8. Gross Engine Malfunction is defined as one yielding an emission valu 

greater than the sum of the mean plus three (3) times the standard 

deviation. This definition shall apply only for determination of 

control limits. 
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The reports required by this paragraph and paragraph B.4. should 

be sent to: 

Chief, Mobile Source Control Division 
Vek~ete-Emiss~eAs-beRt~et-9ivisieR 

California Air Resources Board. 
9528 Telstar Avenue 
El Monte, CA 91731 

DEFINITIONS 

The definitions in Section 1900 (b), Chapter 3, Title 13 of the California 

Administrative Code shall apply with the following additions: 

1. Calendar Quarter is defined as· those three month periods of time 

which start on the 1st days of January, April, July and October. 

2. First or Last Calendar Quarter Production is defined as the calendar 

quarter in which the production of an engine family begins or ends. 

3. End of Assembly-Line is defined as that place where the final in

spection test or quality audit test is performed. 

4. Assembly-Line Tests are those tests or inspections which are performed 

at the end of the assembly-line. 

5. Assembly-Line Quality Audit Test is defined as the test performed on 

a minimum sample of 2.0% of the production vehicles for sale in 

California. 

6. Assembly-Line Inspection Tests are those steady-state and functional 

tests performed on production vehicles for sale in California. 

7. Functional Test is defined as a type of test or inspection which is 

performed on engines or vehicles to detect if the emission control 

system is operating properly. 

8. Gross Engine Malfunction is defined as one yielding an emission value 

greater than the sum of the mean plus three (3) times the standard 

deviation. This definition shall apply only for determination of 

control limits. 
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State of Callfornla . 
~Memorandum 

Dale I March 24, 1980Huey D. Johnson 
Secretary 

Subject: Filing of NoticeRESOURCES AGENCY of Decision of the 
Air Resources Board 

From , Air R.-ource1 loanl 

Pursuant to Title 17, Section 60007(b), and in compliance with 
Air Resources Board certification under section 21080.5 of the 
Public Resources Code, the Air Resources Board hereby forwards 
for posting the attached notice of decision and response to en
vironmental comments raised during the comment period. 

4~~Sally Rump
BOARD SECRETARY 

attachments 
Resolution 79-84 


